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Abstract
Objectives—To examine the efficacy of three theoretically distinct interventions among
substance-abusing runaway adolescents and to explore individual differences in trajectories of
change.
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Methods—Adolescents (N=179) between the ages of 12–17 were recruited from a runaway
shelter in a Midwestern city. The sample included 94 females (52.5%) and 85 males (47.5%), the
majority of the adolescents were African American (n= 118, 65.9%). Adolescents were randomly
assigned to the Community Reinforcement Approach (CRA, n = 57), Motivational Interviewing
(MI, n = 61), or Ecologically-Based Family Therapy (EBFT, n = 61). Substance use was assessed
at baseline, 3, 6, 9, 12, 18, and 24 months via Form 90 and urine screens.
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Conclusions—These findings suggest that CRA, EBFT and MI are viable treatments for
runaway substance-abusing adolescents.

Results—Hierarchical linear modeling revealed statistically significant improvement in
frequency of substance use among runaways in all three treatment groups with a slight increase at
post-treatment. Latent trajectory profile analysis explored individual differences in change
trajectories and yielded a 3 class model. The majority of adolescents (n = 136, 76%) showed
reductions in substance use over time with a slight increase at follow-up (Class 1: Decreasing).
Twenty-four (13.4%) adolescents had shown high levels of substance use over time with patterns
of increase and decrease (Class 2: Fluctuating high users), and 19 (10.6%) decreased but returned
to baseline levels by two years post-baseline (Class 3: U shaped). Few differences among
treatment conditions were noted; within the “decreasing” group, adolescents in MI treatment
showed a quicker decline in their substance use but a faster relapse compared to those receiving
EBFT.

Keywords
runaway adolescents; substance abuse treatment; randomized controlled trial

Intervention with Substance Abusing Runaway Adolescents and their
Families: Results of a Randomized Clinical Trial
Although substance use prevalence among teenagers has been declining since the 1990’s
and use trends have been holding steady in recent years, alcohol and drug use remain
widespread among teenagers (Johnston, O’Malley, Bachman, & Schulenberg, 2008). Based
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on the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Service Administration’s (SAMHSA) National
Survey on Drug Use and Health (2006), 1.5 million adolescents (6.1% of the total adolescent
population) were classified as needing alcohol treatment and only 111,000 of those needing
alcohol treatment (7.2%) received it in the past year. Similarly, about 1.4 million adolescents
were classified as needing illicit drug use treatment in the past year and 124,000 (9.1%)
received such treatment. In sum, over 90% of adolescents aged 12 to 17 who are in need of
substance use treatment do not receive treatment. Further, the report noted that the majority
of these adolescents were not likely to perceive a need for substance use treatment
(SAMHSA, 2006).
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Most adolescents (80%) that seek substance abuse treatment seek outpatient therapy
(SAMHSA, 2004). Outpatient options can include family therapy, 12-step/self-help,
behavioral/cognitive behavioral individual and group therapy or motivational interventions
(Vaughn & Howard, 2004). In their review, Vaughn and Howard (2004) identified 15
controlled treatment evaluation studies between 1989 to 2003 and concluded that
multidimensional family therapy (Liddle et al., 2001) followed by cognitive-behavioral
group treatment (Kaminer & Burleson, 1999) received the highest level of empirical
support. In their review, Waldron and Turner (2008) concluded that no clear pattern
emerged for the superiority of one treatment model over another even though some models
were identified as well-established and others as probably efficacious. By contrast, Becker
and Curry (2008) assessed the quality of evidence among 31 clinical trials and identified
ecological family therapies, brief motivational interventions and cognitive behavioral
therapies to evidence immediate treatment superiority to other approaches in two or more
methodologically strong studies. Reviews converge on the conclusion that outpatient
therapy’s efficacy with subpopulations of substance abusing adolescents is not well-known,
and much more research in this area is needed (Waldron & Turner, 2008).
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One subpopulation, runaway adolescents, is a vulnerable and understudied group. The U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services defines runaway teens as those minors who have
left home for 24 hours without their parent’s or guardian’s permission. In 2002, the
McKinney-Vento Act defined homeless individuals as those who lack a fixed, regular, and
adequate nighttime residence; and an individual who has a primary nighttime residence that
is: a) a supervised publicly or privately operated shelter designed to provide temporary
living accommodations; b) an institution that provides a temporary residence for individuals
intended to be institutionalized; or c) a public or private place not designed for, or ordinarily
used as regular sleeping accommodations for human beings. By this definition, adolescents
residing in a public (runaway) shelter meet criteria for homelessness. Even so, most
adolescents residing in runaway shelters have never spent a night on the streets and are at
less risk for a range of problems compared to street recruited youths (Robertson & Toro,
1999). Furthermore, the majority of shelter residing runaways return home, which is not the
case for street living youth (Ensign & Bell, 2004). This study focused on adolescents who
briefly accessed a runaway crisis shelter, had contact with their family, and were able to
return home to a family situation, referred to as ‘runaways.’
A recent literature review (Slesnick, Dashora, Letcher, Erdem, & Serovich, 2009) shows that
only four randomized intervention studies, two focused on substance use (Slesnick &
Prestopnik, 2005; 2009), and two focused on HIV prevention (Rotheram-Borus, Koopman,
Haignere, & Davies, 1991; Rotheram-Borus et al., 2003) have been conducted with shelterrecruited runaways. This is of concern because runaways are not rare; between 500,000 to
2.8 million runaway and homeless youth exist in the U.S. (Cooper, 2006). Family conflict
and physical and sexual abuse are often cited reasons for adolescents leaving home or being
asked to leave home (Lindsey, Kurtz, Jarvis, William, & Nackerud, 2000). But there are
other and sometimes overlapping reasons including family crises, drug and alcohol abuse in
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the home and/or parental unwillingness or inability to care for them. Runaway teenagers
consume alcohol and use drugs at significantly higher levels than non-runaway teenagers
(Lifson & Halcon, 2001), begin using alcohol and drugs at a younger age and report
significantly more associated problems (Slesnick et al, 2009).
Current Study
The current trial was designed to evaluate three theoretically distinct interventions which
hold promise for addressing substance abuse and related problem behaviors among shelterrecruited runaway adolescents – an ecological family therapy intervention (EcologicallyBased Family Therapy, EBFT) (Slesnick, 1997), an individual, primarily operant-based
approach (Community Reinforcement Approach, CRA) (Meyers & Smith, 1995), and a
brief, client-focused motivational intervention (Motivational Interviewing, MI) (Miller &
Rollnick, 2001). These three treatments were chosen as each has been tested with homeless
youth, and each has a distinct theoretical basis for guiding procedures (e.g., family systems,
behavioral and cognitive-behavioral and motivational). Studies comparing outcomes of
treatments that use a similar theoretical basis (such as family systems therapy) rarely show
differences in outcome, presumably because of the shared theoretical foundation (e.g.,
Liddle, 2004). If all treatments are associated with reductions in problems behaviors, this
information could potentially offer shelters a range of options fitting their agency’s
philosophy.
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EBFT is a home-based family systems therapy that is theoretically based upon
Bronfenbrenner’s theory of social ecology (Bronfenbrenner, 1979). The family systems
framework assumes that as positive changes in family interaction patterns, including
improved communication and family cohesion, become established through the intervention,
substance use and related problems will dissipate over time as the new patterns of
interaction become established. This new interaction style, along with reduced problem
behaviors, is expected to be maintained over time through homeostatic or negative feedback
loops. Adolescents staying in runaway shelters reported that their greatest needs concerned
their living arrangements, family relationships and communication with their primary
caregivers (Teare et al., 1992). Because research suggests that family factors are highly
correlated with the act of running away, engaging primary caregivers in counseling is almost
always considered advisable (Chamberlain & Mackenzie, 2004; Rohr & James, 1994). An
intervention that addresses multiple risk and protective factors including family
relationships, communication, and other individual and ecological factors should
theoretically produce greater reductions in substance use over time than alternative
interventions that do not address the family (as well as other) risk and protective factors.
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Two studies evaluated EBFT for substance abusing adolescents recruited from emergency
runaway shelters (Slesnick & Prestopnik, 2005; 2009) as compared to treatment as usual
through the shelter. In both studies, adolescents who received EBFT showed dramatic
declines in alcohol and drug use up to 15 months post-baseline compared to treatment as
usual or shelter services. Significant declines in associated problem behaviors (depressive
symptoms, delinquency, perceived family conflict and cohesion) were also observed. One of
these studies indicated that family therapy offered in the home of runaway families is
associated with better engagement and treatment retention than office-based therapy
(Slesnick & Prestopnik, 2009). This supports other research suggesting that home-based
therapies are particularly effective at engaging chaotic families with substance abusing
adolescents (e.g., Henggeler & Borduin, 1995). Therefore, in this study, all treatment
interventions were conducted in the home.
CRA is an individual therapy model; it reinforces successive approximations, utilizes
contingency management techniques to promote non-substance using and adaptive coping
J Consult Clin Psychol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2014 August 01.
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strategies to address difficult situations (Meyers & Smith, 1995). CRA has shown efficacy in
treating adolescent marijuana abusers (Dennis et al., 2004) and street living, homeless youth
with a range of substance use and related problems (Slesnick, Prestopnik, Myers, &
Glassman, 2007).
As a brief intervention, Motivational Interviewing (MI; Miller & Rollnick, 2001) has shown
utility even when compared to high intensity interventions (Dennis et al., 2004) and for
individuals with high levels of substance use (Burke, Arkowitz, & Menchola, 2003). Miller
et al. (1995) concluded that brief interventions have the greatest evidence for efficacy and
also have been the focus of the largest number of studies, conclusions which have been
reiterated more recently (Becker & Curry, 2008). The World Health Organization (1996)
reported the findings of a multinational trial of brief intervention in primary care settings
that showed a significant decrease in daily alcohol consumption following a 5 to 15 minute
intervention with a health care provider. Several studies indicate that MI is likely to have a
significant short-term (Bonsack et al., 2011) but larger (Kay-Lambkin, Baker, Lewin, &
Carr, 2009) effect on targeted outcomes compared to longer-term interventions. But the lack
of observed difference in long-term effects when compared to other treatment modalities
(Baker, Turner, Kay-Lambkin & Lewin, 2009; Bonsack et al., 2011) suggests that the shortterm reductions may be compensated by a greater relapse/increase in the targeted problem
behaviors during long-term follow-ups.
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Additionally, as CRA is theoretically distinct from EBFT, MI is theoretically distinct from
both CRA and EBFT, as it focuses on the motivation component of change rather than the
family or skills training components.
Research objectives and hypotheses
Research objective 1: Treatment outcomes: The primary goal of the study was to test the
effectiveness of three theoretically distinctive interventions on substance use up to 24
months post-baseline. It was hypothesized that frequency of drug and alcohol use among
runaways would be reduced over time in all treatment conditions (main effect of time).
Treatment differences were also expected; those assigned to EBFT would show greater
reductions over time than those assigned to CRA and MI (main effect of treatment).
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Research objective 2: Exploring change classes across treatment conditions: Some
researchers have noted that even if a treatment has been shown to be effective on average,
no treatment has been shown to work for everyone (Lutz, Martinovich, & Howard, 1999).
Therefore, the secondary aim was to explore the variability in individual patterns of change
among substance abusing adolescents. Change classes were expected to occur with the
majority of the adolescents showing decreasing substance use over time (i.e, linear trend)
whereas some adolescents were expected to change in different patterns (i.e., cubic,
quadratic or cyclical trends). In addition, it was hypothesized that rates of change in
substance use and potential relapse could be related to treatment condition. Specifically, the
majority of the adolescents who showed a consistent change pattern (i.e., linear) with slight
relapse were expected to be in the EBFT and CRA groups, rather than in MI. Given its
brevity, MI condition was expected to have more adolescents with a nonlinear change
pattern with quicker decline in substance use and sooner relapse than CRA and EBFT. This
focus on differences in change trajectories aligns with changes in the field seeking to
understand which treatment intervention is effective for which individuals, and how
individuals respond to different treatments (Murphy, Lynch, Oslin, & TenHave, 2007).
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All participants were recruited from a runaway shelter which provided short-term (usually 3
days) crisis shelter and services for minor adolescents. The data were collected in a
Midwestern city from February 2005 to December 2007. Eligible participants (N=179) were
between the ages of 12 to 17 years, had the legal option of returning home, had at least one
parent/primary caregiver willing to participate to the study, and met DSM-IV (American
Psychiatric Association (APA), 2000) criteria for alcohol or drug abuse or dependence. Of
the 467 adolescents who were approached at the shelter, 62.7% (N=293) were eligible and
61.4% (N=179) of eligible families were successfully engaged into the study.
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Characteristics of the sample at baseline are presented in Table 1. The adolescents were on
average 15.4 years of age (SD= 1.2) while their primary caregivers were on average 41.2
years old (SD =8.4 years). There were 94 females (52.5%) and 85 males (47.5%) in the
adolescent sample. The majority of the adolescents were African American (n= 118, 65.9%),
with another 26% being White, non-Hispanic (n = 46). Eighty-seven percent of the primary
caregivers were female (n = 156), and 76.4% were mothers to the adolescents in the project.
More than half of the caregivers reported working full-time (n = 101, 58.7%), 20 (11.6%)
caregivers worked less than 40 hours a week, and 42 (24.4%) were unemployed. The
majority of the adolescents (81.6%) were enrolled in school. At baseline, adolescents
reported 3.22 (SD = 5.32) runs on average and 31.58% days of substance use in the last 3
months.
Procedure
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A research assistant (RA) engaged runaway adolescents at the shelter within 24 hours of
their stay and screened them to determine eligibility and interest. Once the adolescent’s
permission was obtained, RAs contacted the adolescent’s parent or legal guardian. If the
parent agreed to participate and provided written consent, initial assessments for both parent
and adolescent were scheduled within 24 hours when possible. During the initial assessment,
written assent was obtained from the adolescent and the research assistant administered the
Computerized Diagnostic Interview Schedule for Children (CDISC; Shaffer, 1992).
Adolescents not meeting eligibility criteria continued with treatment as usual through the
runaway shelter. Upon completion of the baseline assessment, adolescents received a $40
gift card and primary caregivers received $25 cash. The participants were assigned to a
treatment condition at the end of the assessment and were informed about their group. RAs
contacted the therapist to facilitate communication with the client and to schedule the first
session. This strategy was preferred so as to engage the client into treatment as soon as
possible. Urn randomization, with conditions balancing age, gender and ethnicity, was used
to assign adolescents to one of three treatments: (1) 4 sessions, Motivational Interviewing
(MI) (n = 61), (2) 14 sessions, the Community Reinforcement Approach (CRA) (n = 61), or
(3) 14 sessions, Ecologically-Based Family Therapy (EBFT) (n = 57). All therapy sessions
were conducted in the home. Therapists assisted adolescents when they needed
transportation to the sessions and were flexible with meeting times. A six-month treatment
window was set so that all therapy had to be completed by six months post-baseline.
Adolescents and their primary caregivers were evaluated at 3, 6, 9, 12, 18 and 24-months
after the baseline assessment. All assessments were conducted at the participant’s home.
Similar to the initial assessment, adolescents received a $40 gift card and primary caregivers
received $25 for completing each follow-up assessment. Study design and flow of
participants are presented in Figure 1. All procedures were approved by the Institutional
Review Board of The Ohio State University.
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Therapists were nested within treatment conditions (MI = 3 therapists, CRA = 2 therapists,
EBFT = 3 therapists). Therapists (one male, seven female) included Master’s level
independent counselors or social workers (n = 4) and graduate students in couple and family
therapy (n = 4). Initially, clinical training included review of treatment manuals and standard
protocols (MI, Miller & Rollnick (2002); CRA, Meyers & Smith, 1995; EBFT, Slesnick,
2000), and a two day didactic training and extensive role plays. In addition, therapists
received weekly supervision, and case consultation with audiotape reviews. Supervisors
(two male, one female) were highly-skilled expert clinicians, including Master’s level,
certified MI clinical supervisor (Gary Lamb-Hart), and the original developers of CRA
(Robert J. Meyers) and EBFT (Natasha Slesnick). The number of years of clinical
experience among the supervisors ranged from 15 to 30 years.
Treatment fidelity
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In an attempt to ensure treatment adherence and competence, codes were developed for each
intervention condition utilizing standard treatment manuals and protocols (Meyers & Smith,
1995; Miller & Rollnick, 2002; Slesnick, 2000). Codes included two parts for various
treatment procedures, 1) the occurrence (yes/no) of the procedure during the session and 2)
how well it was done by the therapist (rated on a 7 point Likert scale). Response categories
were 1=very poorly, 2=poorly, 3=somewhat, 4=average, 5=well, 6=very well and
7=exceptional. Specifically, MI codes included 10 procedures and sample items were “Did
the therapist express confidence in the client’s ability to make changes? If yes, how
effectively?” and “Did the therapist allow the client to “win” during power struggles or
when resistance was encountered? If yes, how effectively?”
CRA codes rated the fidelity over 9 procedures which included items such as “Did the
therapist link positive rewards to non-drinking/non-problematic behavior? If yes, how
effectively?” “Did the therapist examine triggers or reasons the client is using drugs/
participating in problematic behavior, including the emotions behind the response? If yes,
how effectively?” and “Did the therapist spend time teaching skills? (i.e., communication,
anger management, drug refusal etc.) If yes, how effectively?”
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EBFT adherence was rated over 10 procedures. Examples include, “Did the therapist use
relational comments? If yes, how effectively?” “Did the therapist side with each family
member? If yes, how effectively?” and “Did the therapist reframe/relabel family members’
comments? If yes, how effectively?” If the procedure was not observed in the session, it
received a zero. If it was observed, it was rated in its effectiveness on a 7 point Likert scale.
The procedure items were summed and means were calculated for each session (therapist’s
fidelity to treatment for that session). For competence, the possible range was 0 – 7 for all
treatment conditions.
Using these coding schemes, audio recordings of sessions were independently coded by
supervisors and six graduate student coders (two in each treatment condition). Coders were
not project therapists and were also nested within treatment condition. Each was trained in
the respective intervention by the clinical supervisor. In addition, coders achieved a .80
inter-rater reliability with the clinical supervisor prior to beginning coding. For CRA and
EBFT, the first two sessions of each case were coded and a randomized selection of 20% of
the remaining sessions. For MI, each session was coded. For all conditions, 10% of the
coded session recordings were double-coded by the second rater to ensure inter-rater
reliability of 80%. When reliability was found to dip below 80%, coders met together with
the supervisor to resolve discrepancies, with the goal to maintain at least an 80% inter-rater
reliability of codes throughout the study.
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Motivational Interviewing—MI assumes that the client is responsible for and capable of
change; the therapist’s role is to enhance the client’s intrinsic motivation (Miller & Rollnick,
2002). MI is based on the principles of expressing empathy, developing discrepancies
between actual behavior and desired behavior, rolling with resistance, and supporting the
client’s self–efficacy (Miller & Rollnick, 2002). Sessions focus on eliciting and reinforcing
client’s “change talk” and increasing client’s motivation to change substance use. Forty-four
recordings were coded for adherence and competence. Good therapist adherence was
observed - the average number of procedures used during a session was 9.84 out of 10
possible procedures (SD=.64, range 6.67 – 10.0). Good therapist competence was observed
with an average rating of 5.14 on a scale from 0 to 7 (SD = .64, range 3.17 – 6.33). Interrater reliability for 39 double-coded recordings for procedure occurrence (adherence) was
Kappa=0.98, while the rater reliability of the procedure rating (competence) was ICC=0.81.
The average number of therapy sessions attended among all those assigned to MI was 1.6
(SD = 1.6).
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Community Reinforcement Approach—CRA is based on operant behavioral
principles (Meyers & Smith, 1995). The therapist helps the client identify triggers as well as
the short-term positive and long-term negative consequences of substance use using a
functional analysis. Alternative behaviors which compete with substance use are identified.
CRA teaches new communication and problem-solving skills and increases coping skills
through role play and discussion. Fifty-two recordings were coded for adherence and
competence. Good therapist adherence was observed - the average number of procedures
used during a session was 7.55 out of 9 potential procedures (SD=1.50, range 4.00 – 9.00).
Average therapist competence had an overall rating of 4.44 on a scale from 0 to7 (SD =
1.16, range 1.60 – 6.40). Inter-rater reliability for 20 double-coded recordings for procedure
occurrence (adherence) was Kappa=0.71, while the rater reliability of the procedure rating
(competence) was ICC=0.86. The average number of therapy sessions attended among all
those assigned to CRA was 5.3 (SD = 4.6).
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Ecologically-Based Family Therapy—EBFT is a family systems intervention which
also includes concepts from Bronfenbrenner’s theory of social ecology (1979). The EBFT
therapist works with the adolescent, family, and others significant to the family to target
specific dysfunctional interactions which correspond to the development and continuation of
problem behaviors. Thus, the intervention is focused on the social interactions among all
participants that create the type of skill sets and emotional baseline for use in social
interactions within and across systems. One hundred fifteen recordings were coded for
adherence and competence. Good therapist adherence was observed - the average number of
procedures used during a session was 8.61 out of 10 potential procedures (SD=1.69, range
2.50 – 10.00). Good therapist competence was also found, with an average rating of 4.10 out
of 7 (SD = 1.24, range .50 – 6.50). Inter-rater reliability for 21 double-coded recordings for
procedure occurrence (adherence) was Kappa=0.75, while the rater reliability of the
procedure rating (competence) was ICC=0.84. The average number of therapy sessions
attended among all those assigned to EBFT was 6.8 (SD = 5.5).
In sum, each intervention had a distinctive approach to treatment; CRA operated through
reinforcers, EBFT included interventions to change family interaction patterns and MI
worked through change talk in a nondirective manner. In addition, each intervention group
was offered two HIV prevention sessions based upon Becoming a Responsible Teen (BART;
St. Lawrence et al., 1995). Considering the differences between treatment approaches,
BART was not incorporated or integrated into the treatment protocols. Instead, it was
provided as a separate, standardized add-on treatment and was offered to the participants
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after completion of at least one session of the main intervention. BART employs a
psychoeducational approach and includes an emphasis on skills acquisition and safe sex
practice using role play and discussion (Cornelius & St. Lawrence, 2009; St. Lawrence et
al., 1995). The first session was devoted to AIDS education, assessment of risk, risk
reduction and skills practice and the second session included focus on sexual assertiveness
and practicing negotiation.
Materials
All data for the current analysis were collected using interview and self-administered
questionnaires. An RA administered the Computerized Diagnostic Interview Schedule for
Children (CDISC; Shaffer, 1992) to adolescents. This diagnostic interview is based on DSM
IV-TR (APA, 2000) and diagnoses alcohol, tobacco, and other substance abuse and
dependence. CDISC was used to determine formal eligibility. Adolescents and PCs
completed demographic questionnaires, assessing age, gender, ethnicity, education, income
and marital status.
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The Form 90 Substance Use Interview (Miller, 1996) was administered to adolescents to
assess frequency of drug and alcohol use. The Form 90 is a semi-structured questionnaire
that yields total number of days of all drug use including alcohol in the past 90 days. This
tool has shown excellent test-retest reliability in a sample of runaway substance-abusing
adolescents with kappas ranging from .74 to .95 (Slesnick & Tonigan, 2004). In this study,
the total percent days of alcohol and drug use (except tobacco) in the prior 90 days was used
as the primary dependent variable.
Similar to previous substance abuse treatment outcome studies (e.g., Simpson, Joe, &
Broome, 2002), research assistants also collected urine samples from the adolescents at
baseline and follow-up assessments. BMC ToxCup® Test Kit was utilized and tested for
Cannabinoids, Amphetamines, Methamphetamines, Phencyclidine (PCP), Cocaine/Crack,
and Opiates (Branan Medical Corp., Irvine, CA). ToxCup reports that THC is detected in the
urine for 3–5 days after use for occasional users and up to 14 days for chronic users. Opiates
are detectable for up to 3 days, cocaine for 24–60 hours, and amphetamines for 3–5 days
after last use. This drug screening procedure has shown high specificity and sensitivity to the
drugs tested converging with the findings from self-reported drug use (Lennox et al., 2006).
Overview of Statistical Analysis
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Preliminary analysis—Characteristics of participants (gender, age, ethnicity) and
substance use at pretreatment were compared using Chi square and One-way ANOVA.
There were 6 follow up assessments in total and each youth received a score for the percent
of follow ups completed across the study (labeled as “follow up rates”). Given that treatment
conditions offered unequal number of sessions (MI = 4 sessions vs. EBFT and CRA = 14
sessions.), percentages were also calculated for the number of sessions youth attended
(labeled as “treatment attendance”). One-way ANOVAs were conducted to compare follow
up rates and treatment attendance rates across treatment groups. Following Hansen et al.’s
(1985) suggestions, missing data analyses were also performed, using independent samples
t-tests and bivariate correlations. Means of substance use were compared to test whether
those who completed vs. missed the next follow up assessment had reported different levels
of substance use at the prior assessment. For instance, substance use reported at the 3 month
follow up was compared among those who completed vs. skipped the 6 month follow up.
Similarly, substance use reported at 6 months was compared to those who completed vs.
skipped the 9 month follow up and so on. If the means of substance use were not different
between assessment completers and drop outs, it would be assumed that data are missing at
random (Hansen et al., 1985).
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Research objective 1: HLM Analysis testing treatment outcomes—Given the
longitudinal design of the study with participants nested in treatment conditions over time,
multilevel modeling was conducted using HLM 6 software (Raudenbush, Bryk, & Congdon,
2004). HLM included two levels; at the within subjects level (Level 1), substance use varied
within participants over time as a function of a person-specific growth curve. This level
tested for time effects, estimating the change in substance use across the 3-,6-, 9-, 12-, 18
and 24 months. At level 1, the linear factor (TIME) described the linear growth in outcome,
and the quadratic factor (TIME2) described acceleration in the rates of change such as
relapse in substance use. At the between subjects level (Level 2), person specific change
parameters varied randomly across participants as a function of three treatment conditions
(EBFT, CRA, MI). That is, at level 2 dummy coded treatment conditions (1= EBFT, 0 = MI
and 1= CRA, 0 = MI) were entered to explain the linear or quadratic change in outcomes. In
addition, treatment attendance (percent of sessions attended), ethnicity (dummy coded
1=minority, −1=White), gender (dummy coded 1=male, −1=female), and age were entered
as covariates at Level 2 in the model. The growth models were estimated for the frequency
of substance use (FORM 90 score) with Full Maximum Likelihood estimation using an
intent to treat design.
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Research objective 2: Latent Profile Trajectory Analysis (LPTA) exploring
change classes—In order to examine trajectories of change from baseline across the 6
follow-up assessments, LPTA was performed using MPLUS 6 statistical software (Muthen
& Muthen, 2010). This exploratory analysis identifies clusters of individuals who change in
different ways, by creating groups with similar variances, but different mean intercepts and
mean slopes. MPLUS utilizes an expectation maximization algorithm and the maximum
likelihood estimator under the assumptions of data missing at random (Muthen & Muthen,
2010). The analyst tests several models to determine the best fit using the Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC) and the entropy estimate. Entropy is the ability of the model to
estimate the correct group for an individual based on the model and observed variables.
Analysis revealed several latent profile trajectory models and the model with the best
empirical and conceptual fit was selected as the solution.
Comparative analyses to characterize change classes—One-Way ANOVA with a
post-hoc Tukey procedure was run to determine if there were differences between each
change trajectory group by treatment condition. Specifically, differences in the mean
intercept, mean slope and mean quadratic terms were compared among three treatment
conditions for each change class. The SPSS version 17 (SPSS, 2008) was used for the initial
data screening, descriptive analyses, multinomial logistic regression and One-Way
ANOVAs.
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Results
Preliminary analysis
Data screening for randomization—At baseline, treatment conditions did not differ in
age [F (2,176) = 1.35, p > .05], ethnicity [χ2 (8) = 7.08, p > .05], or gender [χ2 (2) = 4.10, p
> .05]. Similarly, no statistical differences at baseline were found between EBFT, CRA or
MI groups in substance use [F (2,176) = 1.70. p > .05] or number of runaway episodes [F
(2,170) = 1.07, p > .05].
Concurrent validity of substance use data—Urine screens were compared to the
calendar data information obtained in Form 90. To that aim, the agreement between selfreported substance use (used at least one day vs. no use) and urine screen (urine positive vs.
negative for a particular substance) was analyzed using Kappas. Overall, percent days of
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drug use in the past 90 days (as reported in Form 90) showed high agreement with the urine
screening, with Kappas ranging from .92 to .98 across follow ups.
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Allocation—As presented in Figure 1, forty-six (25.7%) adolescents did not attend any
therapy sessions. In particular, 50 of 57 (87.7%) participants received intervention in the
EBFT condition, 45 of 61 (73.8%) adolescents received CRA, and 40 of 61 (65.6%)
adolescents received MI. It was found that adolescents in EBFT condition were more likely
to receive intervention than those in CRA and MI condition [χ2 (2) = 7.50, p < .05].
Treatment attendance—(Percent of sessions attended). Adolescents attended 43% (SD =
38.3%) of the sessions on average with 29 (16.2%) adolescents attending all sessions.
Specifically, adolescents participated in 51.1% of the sessions (SD = 40.5%) in EBFT,
39.8% of the sessions (SD = 34.5%) in CRA, and 38.1% of the sessions (SD = 39.4%) in
MI. There were no statistically significant differences in therapy attendance across treatment
conditions [F (2,176) = 2.003. p > .05].
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Differential attrition from assessments and missing data analysis—Follow up
rates (percent of assessments completed) for adolescents ranged from 69% to 79% across 6
time points (3, 6, 9, 12, 18 and 24 months) and did not differ among treatment conditions
[F(2,176)=3.09, p <.05]. In addition, t tests were run for each follow up point. The analysis
revealed no differences between assessment drop outs and assessment completers in their
substance use at 3 months [t (177) = −.37, p > .05], 6 months [t (136) = −.64, p > .05], 9
months [t (118) = −1.32, p > .05], 12 months [t (124) = .18, p > .05], 18 months [t (123) = −.
59, p > .05], or 24 months [t (126) = .34, p > .05]. These findings suggested that attrition
from a particular follow up assessment did not appear to be a function of prior status on
substance use (i.e. missing 9 month follow up was not associated with substance use at 6
months). Therefore, missing data due to assessment non-completion were assumed to be
missing at random (Graham & Donaldson, 1993).
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Research objective 1: HLM Analysis testing treatment outcomes—Following a
stepwise model construction procedure, the unconditional model was tested first (Table 2).
The results yielded significant variability in the baseline substance use scores between
participants [χ2 (178) = 887.26, p < .001]. ICC was .43, indicating nonindependence and the
need for multilevel modeling (Raudenbush, Bryk, & Congdon, 2004). Next, the random
coefficients models were run to determine the general form of change that best fit the data
across seven time points. Using deviance test, the quadratic model revealed significantly
better fit than the linear model [χ2 (3) = 47.22, p < .001]. Specifically, the quadratic model
indicated a significant negative intercept for the linear slope [b = −7.55, SD = 1.39, t(178) =
− 5.45, p < .001] and positive intercept for the quadratic slope [b = 1.18, SD = .23, t(178) =
5.04, p < .001]. These results indicated significant reductions in substance use over time
with a slight increase at follow ups (Table 2).
Treatment effect was tested by adding intervention type at level 2 to explain the variability
in change in substance use. This mixed effects model retained significant linear [b = −9.73,
SD = 2.41, t(176) = − 4.03, p < .001] and quadratic [b = 1.45, SD = .40, t(176) = 3.58, p < .
001] time effects, but yielded no differences across treatment conditions (p > .05) (Table 2).
That is, youth showed improvements in their substance use with an increase at follow ups in
all treatment conditions and none of the interventions was superior to the other.
Next, age, gender, ethnicity and treatment attendance were added to the mixed model to test
if they explained the variability in intercepts (baseline substance use) and slopes (change in
substance use). It was found that ethnicity predicted change in substance use; minority youth
showed significantly more reductions in substance use [b = −5.76, SD = 2.7, t(172) = − 2.14,
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p < .05], but relapsed sooner [b = 1.04, SD = .44, t(172) = 2.37, p < .05], than the White
youth (Table not shown).
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Clinical significance—Following Jacobson and Truax’s (1991) empirical approach,
reliable change index (RC) was calculated for each participant, using the formula
[(XPost-treatment at 6 months – XPre-treatment) / Sdiff]. RC > 1.96 was operationalized as the
threshold for improvement in clinical outcomes whereas −1.96 ≤ RC ≤ 1.96 referred to some
change that was not clinically significant (Jacobson & Truax, 1991). Finally, RC < −1.96
was defined as deterioration. It was found that 66 (55%) youth in the current sample showed
clinically significant change at 6 months in their substance use. In addition, thirty-five
(29.2%) youth had some reductions in substance use, but they did not achieve clinical
change (‒1.96 ≤ RC ≤ 1.96) and nineteen youth (15.8%) showed deterioration at posttreatment (RC < −1.96). These findings revealed that the majority of the participants
reported less substance use at post-treatment compared to baseline.
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Multinomial logistic regression suggested no differences across treatment conditions to
predict clinical change group (p > .05). Similarly, youth who showed meaningful
improvement in their substance use or youth who showed some improvement were not
different in gender, age, ethnicity, or their participation to treatment than those who
deteriorated. These clinical significance findings partially confirm the HLM analysis,
suggesting overall improvement in substance use in the sample with no treatment
differences.
Research objective 2: Latent trajectory profile analysis exploring change
classes—Both HLM and clinical significance findings suggested heterogeneity of
participants in their trajectories of change in substance use. A Latent Trajectory Profile
analysis (LTPA) was performed to further explore this variability in the sample. Models
with 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 classes were tested using self-reported substance use at 7 assessment
points as indicators of class membership. Examining BIC and entropy values of the models,
the 3 class model yielded the optimal fit (LL = −4490.59; BIC=9230.17, Entropy= .947) to
the data.
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According to the LTPA, the majority of the participants (n=136, 76%) showed a decrease
and then a slight increase in substance use over time. This change group was labeled as
“Decreasing” (Figure 2). Specifically, 36 of 57 (63.2%) adolescents in EBFT, 50 of 61
(82%) adolescents in CRA and 50 of 61 (82%) adolescents in MI treatment condition
revealed a decreasing pattern. As presented in Table 3, substance use continued to decrease
at 18 months in EBFT condition (Mean=6.94, SD=13.28) and increased at 24 months
(Mean=7.18, SD=10.21). Similarly, adolescents in the CRA group reported the lowest
frequency of substance use at 18 months (Mean=4.95, SD=8.68) with an increase at 24
months (Mean=11.99, SD=16.16). Substance use was reduced over time in the MI condition
at 12 months (Mean=3.95, SD=6.79), but increased at 18 months (Mean=9.89, SD=19.08)
and 24 months (Mean=10.33, SD=18.87).
The second group was smaller in size (n= 24, 13.4%). Despite, some patterns of increase and
decrease over time, youth in that group showed high levels of substance use. Therefore, this
group was labeled as “Fluctuating high users” (Figure 3). Finally, a third group with an even
smaller size (n=19, 10.6%) was identified. Adolescents in this change group showed a steep
decrease and then a sharp increase in their substance use at follow ups (Table 3) and this
group was called “U shaped” (Figure 4).
These findings suggest that not all participants changed their use of substances in the same
way over the course of the study. Although the sample was fairly small, it appears that there
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were three different change trajectories. The relationship between change class membership
and treatment condition was explored further with a follow up analysis.
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Comparative analyses: One-Way ANOVA—Intercepts, slopes and quadratic terms of
each treatment condition was compared within each change class. In this analysis, intercepts
referred to the baseline substance use, slopes indicated the rate of change in substance use
across time and quadratic terms revealed potential relapse of substance use at the follow-ups
(i.e., increase in frequency of use). It was found that in the “Decreasing” change class, the
one-way ANOVA was significant for the slope [F(2,133)=4.14, p <.05] (Table 4). Post hoc
analysis using Tukey’s indicated that the slope (all negative) for MI was significantly
different than the slope for EBFT. That is, those in the MI showed a quicker decline in their
substance use than those in EBFT. In addition, the quadratic term was significant in the
ANOVA [F(2,133)=4.28, p <.05], indicating that relapse rates differed among treatment
conditions. Tukey’s suggested that adolescents in MI condition relapsed sooner than the
adolescents in the EBFT condition.
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The one-way ANOVAs for the “Fluctuating high users” group were not significant for
slopes [F (2,21) = 3.11, p >.05], or quadratic terms [F (2,21) = 2.06, p >.05]. Thus, treatment
groups did not differ in their rate of change and relapse in the “Fluctuating high users” group
(Table 4). However, it was found that intercepts of CRA and MI were different in this
change class [F (2,21) = 5.59, p <.05]. Adolescents in the CRA condition were using
substances significantly less than those in the MI condition at baseline..Finally, the one-way
ANOVA for the “U shaped” change class was non-significant for the intercepts, slopes and
quadratic terms.

Discussion
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This trial compared the response of shelter-recruited adolescent runaways randomly
assigned to one of three empirically-supported, but theoretically distinct interventions:
family systems-based EBFT, operant-based CRA, and non-directive, motivation focused MI.
Overall, the three treatments performed similarly with the majority of adolescents showing a
significant decrease in substance use in all three treatment groups with a slight increase at
post-treatment. However, not all participants in the treatments changed in the same way, and
change was not linear. In addition to the group that revealed a decreasing pattern with a
slight increase at follow up, two small groups (Fluctuating high users and U shaped) were
identified. These findings are consonant with research suggesting that even if a treatment
has been shown to be effective on average, one treatment is not effective for everyone as
there is heterogeneity of treatment response and a variable course of substance use (Murphy,
Lynch, Oslin, & TenHave, 2007).
Research objective 1: Treatment outcomes
It was hypothesized that frequency of drug and alcohol use among runaways would be
reduced over time in all treatment conditions (main effect of time). Those assigned to EBFT
were expected to show greater reductions over time than those assigned to CRA and MI
(main effect of treatment). In summary, study hypotheses were partially met. As expected,
adolescents showed improvement in their substance use over time. However, the family
therapy condition (EBFT) did not outperform MI or CRA, and all treatment conditions
showed reductions in substance use.
Other studies have similarly shown little difference between conditions when comparing
family systems therapy (Multidimensional Family Therapy, Liddle, 2002), adolescent CRA
(Godley et al., 2001), and MET/CBT12 (Sampl & Kadden, 2001) (Dennis et al., 2004).
Dennis and colleagues (2004) suggested that the similarity in findings could be explained by
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factors common to all treatments such as therapeutic alliance or other shared factors such as
juvenile justice monitoring. In the current study, it cannot be ruled out that the decrease in
substance use might be related to factors common to all treatments (e.g., therapeutic
alliance), shelter involvement, regression toward the mean, or to specific skills learned in the
HIV prevention sessions which included assertiveness training and role play practice.
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Of interest is that minority adolescents showed significantly more reductions in substance
use than White adolescents across treatments, but also a quicker relapse, or increase in
substance use. Cooper et al. (2010) notes that more information is available on treatment
retention than outcomes among African Americans, with data suggesting that African
Americans are less likely to be retained in substance abuse treatment than Whites (McCaul,
Svikis, & Moore, 2001), possibly because of distrust of social services and unfavorable
views of treatment (Aponte & Barnes, 1995). Among adolescents, one study showed no
differences in substance use outcomes between African American and other racial groups
(Rounds-Bryant & Staab, 2001). However, among adults, Moos, Moos, and Finney (2001)
reported that African American men were 1.58 times more likely to deteriorate posttreatment compared to other racial groups. Research suggests that compared to White
adolescents, African American adolescents experience greater contextual risk factors for
substance use (economic deprivation, neighborhood disorganization, availability of drugs)
(Wallace & Muroff, 2002) exposure to which could explain the higher relapse or
deterioration rates post-treatment.
Research objective 2: Exploring change classes across treatment conditions
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Variability in individual patterns of change among substance abusing adolescents was
explored. It was hypothesized that the majority of the adolescents who showed a consistent
change pattern (i.e., linear) would be in the EBFT and CRA groups, rather than in MI.
Interestingly, there were differences in the trajectories of change among treatment
conditions. The majority of adolescents decreased their substance use (76%) up to two years,
and variability in outcomes was observed. A small number of adolescents (10.6%) increased
their use by two years post-baseline and another small number of adolescents (13.4%)
showed a high amount of substance use with some patterns of increase and decrease by two
years. Among those in the decreasing group, those assigned to EBFT showed more
consistent change maintaining reductions at 18 months, while those assigned to MI, overall,
showed a faster rate of decrease in substance use but a quicker relapse. These findings
indicate differences between the MI condition and other treatment approaches in the study.
One consideration is MI is a brief intervention that focuses primarily on motivation to
change substance use whereas EBFT (and CRA) offer longer treatment and address other
ecological issues associated with risk and protection of substance use (e.g., family
communication and interaction patterns, alternative reinforcing activities). Future research
will need to confirm whether more intensive treatment, to a certain minimum dose, which
also addresses multiple ecological risk and protective factors is associated with a longer
duration of its effects.
Substance abuse researchers have recently proposed adaptive treatment designs to more
effectively manage the heterogeneity of treatment response and potentially reduce treatment
failure (Murphy, Lynch, Oslin, & TenHave, 2007). Adaptive treatment strategies
operationalize the clinical practice of adapting and re-evaluating treatment options based on
patient progress, however, formal trials evaluating this approach are lacking (Murphy et al.,
2007). This may be a promising direction in future research that seeks to reduce treatment
failure.
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Limitations
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A treatment as usual control condition was not utilized in this study. Two prior stage 1b
randomized trials (Slesnick & Prestopnik, 2005; 2009) showed that EBFT was more
effective than treatment as usual (services provided by the shelter) at reducing substance use
among adolescents. Therefore, consistent with Rounsaville, Carroll and Onken’s (2005)
recommendations for stage 2 clinical trials, viable, empirically-supported comparison
conditions were utilized. Also, the sample size was relatively small, reducing the power to
detect potential differences among treatment conditions and change classes. As this was a
sample of convenience through the only runaway shelter in a large Midwestern city, the
findings might not generalize to other cities whose population of runaways may vary in
substance use severity, race, socioeconomic status and other sociocultural factors.
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An additional consideration is that, on average, participants completed less than 50% of the
available sessions. However, given that this sample did not include adolescents or families
seeking or requesting substance abuse treatment, were not court-ordered to treatment and
their treatment was not tracked by the juvenile justice system or child protective services,
the retention rates were considered to be reasonable in comparison to other trials that seek to
engage non-treatment seeking, residentially unstable, substance abusing populations. For
example, Meyers, Miller, Hill and Tonigan (1999) reported that 64% of their initially
unmotivated drug users completed 5 or more sessions, which compares to the 60% found in
this sample. However, it is unknown whether receiving 43% of the intended dose across
treatments is adequate for maximal change.
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The necessary “dose” of treatment to facilitate change is unknown. Several studies indicate
that the majority of psychotherapy clients complete approximately six sessions, and that
clinically significant change usually occurs early in treatment. Baldwin et al. (2009)
examined the relationship between significant change and total dose among 4676
psychotherapy patients who received individual psychotherapy. The average treatment
attendance was 6.46 sessions (range = 3–29) and there was no relationship between
treatment dose and clinically significant improvement after session 8. Snell et al. (2001) also
assessed the relationship between treatment dosage and clinically significant change. Clients
(n = 106) at a university counseling clinic completed a mean of 6.4 sessions, and those
clients that attended only one session achieved and maintained clinically significant change
through the 10-month follow-up at a higher rate than those that completed between 2–7
sessions. Finally, Barkham (2006) examined dose and outcomes among 1868 clients offered
up to 12 psychotherapy sessions. The majority of clients attended between 2 to 6 sessions,
and those that attended fewer sessions showed more clinically significant change than those
that attended more sessions. The authors suggested that the easier to treat clients respond
more quickly to treatment and the more difficult to treat clients remain in therapy. Some
have argued that the quality of treatment participation, rather than the number of sessions
attended, may be a more useful factor for understanding therapeutic change (Hien et al.,
2012). Much more work is needed to examine the necessary dosage of each of the
interventions examined in this study for initiating change with this population. Improving
treatment engagement and retention of this traditionally ‘difficult to engage’ (Ensign & Bell,
2004) population is an important focus, and might include contingency management
procedures or other reinforcement-based processes. It is unknown whether the observed
findings from this study might improve, remain the same, or deteriorate if more participants
in all treatments completed the total available sessions.
In addition, EBFT and CRA fidelity ratings were in the “average” range whereas MI was in
the “well” range. However, the small sample size limited the ability to perform analyses of
potential therapist effects and the relationship between treatment adherence, therapist
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competence and treatment outcomes. Future research with a fully powered sample should
investigate possible therapist effects and differences in each treatment condition.
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Clinical Implications
The majority of randomized clinical trials of substance abuse treatment include treatment
seeking samples. Among adolescents, usually the parent initiates treatment for the
adolescent (Nock & Kazdin, 2005), with several studies identifying adolescents as having
low levels of motivation to change (Battjes et al., 2003; Pelkonen, Marttunen, Laippala, &
Loennqvist, 2000), including among runaway adolescents (Slesnick et al., 2009).
Anecdotally, in this study, adolescents were easier to engage than their primary caregivers,
who were often frustrated with their child and the system of care. While only 12% of the
EBFT sample versus 26% of the CRA and 34% of the MI samples attended no therapy
sessions, there were no overall differences in the total proportion of sessions attended.
Family therapy studies often report that family therapy is associated with a greater
engagement in treatment compared to individual therapies (Liddle, 2004) possibly because
engagement of primary caregivers in the treatment also serves to reinforce adolescent
involvement. However, when compared to other manualized and well-designed alternative
treatments, few differences in overall treatment retention are found (Hogue & Liddle, 2009),
similar to that found this study. Therefore, while family therapy is more effective at
engaging clients in treatment, retention was similar across treatment conditions.
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This sample of non-treatment seeking, substance abusing adolescents responded positively
to treatment, lending support to EBFT, CRA and MI as potentially viable treatment options
for these difficult to engage adolescents. MI showed a quicker decline in substance use but
also a quicker relapse, so the intervention and its impact on substance use was significantly
more brief than the other interventions. Future cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit studies are
needed to determine which intervention is more favorable. That is, CRA and EBFT require
more training, more sessions, and therefore more resources, but in this study, appeared to
result in longer-term substance use reductions whereas MI requires less training, fewer
sessions, shows a quicker decline in substance use but also a quicker relapse. Additionally,
noninferiority and equivalence designs are needed to answer the question whether the three
treatments perform equally well (Greene, Morland, Durkalski, & Frueh, 2008).
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And finally, these findings have some implications for youth serving agencies such as
runaway shelters. Generally, these programs seek to use those interventions that have the
most positive impact on the youth they serve (Walsh & Donaldson, 2010). Identifying ‘best
practices’ and providing intervention options for agencies allows them the flexibility to
choose treatments that may be better matched (theoretically, training needs) to the agency
and its staff, easing adoption and implementation into community practice.
Conclusions and Future Directions
Without using a latent trajectory analysis to analyze the change patterns in the sample, the
treatment conditions would have looked the same. By recognizing that not everyone changes
in the same way, individual differences in change were able to be explored. For example, in
this study, those assigned to EBFT appeared to evidence more consistent change, at least for
the largest change class. On the other hand, those in MI showed reductions in their substance
use quicker than those in EBFT, but revealed a quicker relapse in substance use. For 10.6%
of the adolescents, frequency of substance use increased past baseline levels at two years. As
early substance use predicts continued substance use, and substance use generally increases
during adolescence (SAMHSA, 2006), it is possible that these interventions served to
prevent worsening substance use among some adolescents. Future strategies to prevent
treatment failure might include a stepped care approach which advocates for beginning with
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a minimally intensive, but effective therapy, such as MI, and transitioning to more intensive
therapy or other types of therapy only if indicated (Sobell & Sobell, 2000). Other strategies
include addressing acute problems, such as an increase in substance use, as they arise and
then returning to maintenance therapy once acute problems are resolved (McKay et al.,
2004). The treatments in this study were brief, from 4–14 sessions, with no booster sessions.
For some adolescents, this may have been sufficient, but others may have benefited from
additional treatment. Overall, however, the findings offer preliminary support for these three
treatment options for use by service providers who seek to intervene in the lives of substance
abusing runaway adolescents.
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Figure 1.

The CONSORT E-Flowchart
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Figure 2.

Decreasing change class by treatment condition
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Figure 3.

Fluctuating high user change class by treatment condition
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Figure 4.

U Shaped change class by treatment condition
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Primary caregivers
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% days of substance use

31.58 (29.16)

19 (5.6%)
3.22 (5.32)

More than $45001
# of runs

25 (17.4%)

n (%)
44 (30.6%)

Mean (SD)

$30001–$45000
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31.69 (3.62)
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-

-

571.87 (23.91)

Linear slope

Quadratic
slope

Level 1 error

p < .001

432.52 (20.79)

Intercept

***

Variance
component(SD)

Random effects

460.09 (21.45)

-

23.83 (4.88)

459.19 (21.43)

887.26***
-

Variance
component(SD)

χ2

395.84 (19.89)

2.62 (1.62)

90.41 (9.51)

350.65***
-

468.05 (21.63)

441.48***

Variance
component(SD)

2.62 (1.62)

231.21***

395.69 (19.89)

87.54 (9.36)

470.96 (21.70)

Variance
component(SD)

222.01***

356.98***

χ2

−.15 (.57)

1.45 (.40)

CRA

5.04***

−5.45***

14.57***

Coefficient(SE)

−.63 (.57)

1.18 (.23)

−7.55 (1.39)

30.66 (2.1)

t-value

EBFT

Intercept

Quadratic slope

χ2

−1.45

12.96***

Coefficient (SE)

1.34 (3.41)

−.75 (.52)

26.01 (2.01)

t-value

229.21***

218.77***

357.27***

χ2

.26

1.11

3.58***

.39

1.46

4.03***

8.76***

t-value

Combined
model

4.93 (3.39)

13.65***

Coefficient(SE)

Random coefficients
Linear and Quadratic model

CRA

24.18 (1.77)

t-value

Random coefficients
Linear model

EBFT

Intercept

Linear slope

CRA

EBFT

Intercept

Intercept

Fixed effects

Coefficient(SE)

Unconditional
model

Results of multilevel modeling testing change in substance use over time across treatment conditions
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107

94

92

96

99

93

3 months

6 months

9 months

12 months

18 months

24 months

10.09 (16.03)

7.29 (14.39)

8.59 (12.94)

9.05 (13.42)

14.32 (21.27)

17.72 (27.56)

25.27 (23.11)

Mean (SD)

17

11

17

17

14

16

3 months

6 months

9 months

12 months

18 months

24 months

19

14

15

17

12

15

17

Baseline

3 months

6 months

9 months

12 months

18 months

24 months

Class 3:
U Shaped

24

Baseline
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92.35 (17.36)

56.01 (35.95)

17.21 (19.01)

10.62 (16.95)

13.61 (25.82)

19.18 (34.44)

33.54 (33.05)

67.88 (40.21)

84.76 (28.31)

85.33 (23.45)

79.23 (29.87)

61.45 (35.98)

52.0 (39.76)

64.69 (34.66)

Class 2: Fluctuating high user

136

Baseline

Class 1:
Decreasing

N

Total

6

5

3

6

6

6

6

9

8

10

11

7

11

15

24

32

33

29

28

31

36

n

90.69 (22.52)

77.23 (31.29)

11.79 (13.95)

18.36 (19.23)

11.21 (13.21)

21.95 (38.42)

38.28 (37.91)

66.13 (42.34)

74.86 (34.92)

77.61 (27.47)

84.51 (23.46)

63.13 (37.90)

42.21 (41.28)

64.81 (34.75)

7.18 (10.21)

6.94 (13.28)

9.74 (14.35)

10.66 (13.82)

13.23 (21.23)

12.84 (20.01)

23.94 (22.77)

Mean (SD)

EBFT

6

5

5

6

5

5

7

3

3

3

3

2

3

4

32

33

32

32

35

37

50

n

88.89 (19.83)

36.14 (31.10)

9.59 (12.42)

2.64 (3.19)

3.44 (3.15)

21.42 (43.16)

25.23 (33.61)

51.28 (50.05)

95.89 (3.71)

100.00 (.00)

46.98 (48.68)

84.12 (22.46)

73.25 (26.33)

39.67 (40.94)

11.99 (16.16)

4.95 (8.68)

11.89 (14.89)

8.79 (13.66)

14.54 (17.91)

20.23 (32.43)

25.50 (21.08)

Mean (SD)

CRA

5

5

4

5

4

3

6

4

3

4

3

2

3

5

37

34

31

31

31

39

50

n

98.49 (3.38)

54.66 (38.98)

30.77 (24.87)

10.90 (22.10)

29.93 (47.63)

9.94 (11.47)

38.49 (31.41)

84.26 (31.48)

100.00 (.00)

93.61 (12.78)

92.16 (7.14)

32.92 (33.84)

66.65 (43.67)

84.34 (17.74)

10.33 (18.87)

9.89 (19.08)

3.95 (6.79)

7.81 (13.07)

15.06 (25.14)

19.22 (27.89)

26.01 (25.59)

Mean (SD)

MI

Percent days of drug and alcohol use (except tobacco) in the past 90 days as reported in Form 90
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Comparison of mean intercept, mean slope, and mean quadratic terms for the three change classes among the
treatment groups.
Treatment Group
EBFT

CRA

MI

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Test statistic

23.26 (11.55)

25.85 (12.43)

27.25 (13.54)

F (2,133) = 1.5

−6.23 (4.70)

−8.11 (6.54)

−9.92 (5.97)†

F (2,133) = 4.14*

.65 (.78)

1.04 (1.09)

1.26 (.94)†

F (2,133) = 4.28*

57.99 (15.97)

37.98 (24.88)

75.17 (10.46)‡

F (2,21) = 5.49*

Slope

9.77 (10.11)

18.53 (11.32)

1.95 (7.88)

F (2,21) = 3.11

Quadratic

−1.34 (1.65)

−1.96 (1.83)

.12 (1.52)

F (2,21) = 2.06

Intercept

38.33 (17.91)

29.83 (13.71)

38.55 (15.62)

F (2,16) = .53

Slope

−24.46 (4.02)

−21.28 (9.99)

−22.88 (5.95)

F (2,16) = .74

5.69 (.82)

4.55 (1.81)

5.24 (1.37)

F (2,16) = .34

Change class
Class 1: Decreasing
Intercept
Slope
Quadratic
Class 2: Fluctuating high user
Intercept
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Class 3: U shaped

Quadratic

Note: Intercept: Substance use at baseline; Slope: Rate of change in substance use over time; Quadratic: Potential relapse in substance use at posttreatment.
*

p < .05

†

MI and EBFT are different at p < .05.

‡

MI and CRA are different at p < .05.
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